HDMI Adapters

For MacBooks

Quantity: 4
2 hour checkout
Thunderbolt to HDMI (3)
Thunderbolt to VGA (1)

HDMI Cable

Quantity: 1
2 hour checkout
USB-C to HDMI Adapter
with USB and SD Card ports

Quantity: 3
2 hour checkout
use with newer MacBooks to connect
to HDMI

SD Card Reader

Quantity: 3
In Library Use Only
DVD Drive

Quantity: 5
2 hour checkout
In Library use only

Autographer
Wearable Camera

Quantity: 4
24 hour checkout
iPad (Air/5th gen)

Quantity: 4 / 2
7 day checkout

Tablet
(Samsung S3/ Google Nexus/Windows Surface)

Quantity: 2/2/1
7 day checkout
Sony HandyCam
Quantity: 5
24 hour checkout

Samsung Digital Video Recorder
Quantity: 4
24 hour checkout
TI-83/84 Plus Graphing Calculator

Scientific Calculator

Quantity: 4
2 hour checkout
In Library Use Only

Quantity: 4
2 hour checkout
In Library Use Only
Quantity: 15

24 hour/4 hour checkout

Equipment Loan Form required for checkout
Logitech Webcam

Quantity: 2
24 hour checkout

Microphone

Quantity: 3
24 hour checkout
Zumo 32U4 Robot

Quantity: 1
7 day checkout

Raspberry Pi 3 Computer Kit

Quantity: 3
7 day checkout
Google Cardboard

Quantity: 2
7 day checkout

Sparkfun Inventor Kit

Quantity: 4
7 day checkout
Tascam DR-05 Voice Recorder

Quantity: 4 (1 DR-06)

24 hour checkout

Handy Video Recorder
(Zoom Video Recorder)

Quantity: 1

24 hour checkout
HD Digital Camera Kit

Kit contains headphones, charger, Sony HDR CX160, wireless mic, wireless receiver, USB firewire cable

Quantity: 3
24 hour checkout

GoPro Camera

Quantity: 1
24 hour checkout
Tripod

Quantity: 5

24 hour checkout
Still Digital Camera
Quantity: 2
24 hour checkout

Canon Rebel T6 DSLR
With extra additional lens

Quantity: 2
24 hour checkout
Headphones

Quantity: 13
2 hour checkout

Keyboard & Mouse
Collaboration Station Kit

Quantity:
1
7 day checkout
Various Laptop/Mac Chargers

Quantity: Varied
2 hour checkout
In Library Use Only
Phonak EasyPen

Quantity: 4
Google Glass

Quantity: 2
Non Circ checkout
*Does not check out without permission of Library Administration – Sue Ryan, Debbi Dinkins, Jennifer Corbin*

Oculus Rift

Quantity: 1
Non Circ checkout
*Does not check out without permission of Library Administration – Sue Ryan, Debbi Dinkins, or Jennifer Corbin*

HTC Vive
Virtual Reality Headset/Accessories

Quantity: 1
Non Circ checkout

*Does not check out without permission of Library Administration – Sue Ryan, Debbi Dinkins, or Jennifer Corbin*

3Dio Free Space

Binaural Microphone

Quantity: 1

Non Circ checkout
*Does not check out without permission of Library Administration – Sue Ryan, Debbi Dinkins, or Jennifer Corbin*

Ricoh Theta S 3D Digital Camera

Quantity: 1
Non Circ checkout

*Does not check out without permission of Library Administration – Sue Ryan, Debbi Dinkins, or Jennifer Corbin*

Artec Eva 3D Scanner

Quantity: 1
Non Circ checkout

*Does not check out without permission of Library Administration – Sue Ryan, Debbi Dinkins, or Jennifer Corbin*